
Indian Woman with Pendleton Blanket
By Lee Moorhouse

This photograph, taken by Thomas Leeander Moorhouse (1850-1926) of Pendleton, Oregon,
depicts a Plateau Indian woman displaying a new Pendleton blanket. Pendleton Woolen Mills sold
the Indian trade blanket in its 1910 catalog. Indian trade blankets--also called "Indian robes"--are
machine-woven blankets that companies produced specifically for Indian markets. By the 1830s,
trade blankets had largely replaced the labor-intensive, Indian-made wool robes and skins worn by
Native people in North America. Quality production and design earned the Pendleton blankets a
favorable reputation among Indian and non-Indian communities alike. Pendleton Woolen Mills was
one of five major manufacturers of Indian trade blankets in the United States during the first
decades of the twentieth century--and is the only one of the five still producing the product today
(2007).

In 1893, prominent citizens of Pendleton, Oregon, established a wool processing plant in the
Eastern Oregon town. The location for such a venture was favorable, as the region was well-known
for its quality wool production. Two years later, the Pendleton Woolen Mills opened and began
making garments out of the processed wool.

Although early products also included wool business suits, the company immediately joined Capps
Company of Illinois, Buell Manufacturing Company of Missouri, Racine Woolen Mills of Wisconsin,
and Oregon City Woolen Mills in making trade blankets. Pendleton Woolen Mills marketed its first
batch in 1896. After difficult times for the company around 1900, new ownership in 1909 by C.P.
Bishop--whose family still owns Pendleton Woolen Mills today--launched the company into
success.

The decision to market its products to Indian populations was calculated. Close proximity to the
Umatilla Indian Reservation offered the woolen mills an immediate market. Company leaders
solicited Umatilla Indians to model the colorful blankets for advertising purposes. Pendleton Woolen
Mills sent factory representatives to reservations throughout the western United States to learn
color and design preferences of different tribes.

The woolen mills capitalized on the success they gained within Indian markets in order to sell the
blankets to non-Indians by romanticizing their use by Indians in advertising material. Sometimes
derogatory in tone, catalog text frequently included descriptions of Native traditions and customs.
The company printed endorsements from Indians and established commemorative patterns named
for well-known individuals such as Chief Joseph. Although Pendleton Woolen Mills has cut back on
the hundreds of blanket designs it produced prior to World War II, the product is still important to the
company today.

Further reading: Lomax, Alfred L. "Later Woolen Mills in Oregon: A History of the Woolen Mills
Which Followed the Pioneer Mills." Portland: Binfords & Mort, Publishers, 1974. Kopoun, W. Robert
and Charles J. Lohrmann. Language of the Robe: American Indian Trade Blankets. Salt Lake City:
Penegrine Smith Books, 1992. Written by Sara Paulson, © Oregon Historical Society, 2007.
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